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(57) ABSTRACT 
We have invented extensions to the current Domain Name 
System Which include top level domains that create more 
available domain names. Some of the neWly introduced top 
level domains provide information on a Web sites location of 
operation. This Will enable search engines to categorize 
search results based on location. Also the domain name 
systems We introduce, provide a long term method of 
expanding the current domain name system. They also offer 
domain names Which include Words internet users are famil 
iar With. Some of the neW top level domains address 
groWing internet related areas in Which domain name usage 
Will be pertinent. Areas such as communications and internet 
capable devices Will bene?t from the top level domains 
created speci?cally for them. Another area addressed by the 
neW top level domains is countries With large internet usage. 
Countries like Japan United States and China can use 
multiple top level domains created speci?cally for them 
because of their large number of internet users and high tech 
businesses. The need for personal Web sites is also increas 
ing. Internet pro?les are means for people to alloW others to 
vieW information about them. A neW extension for personal 
Websites Will alloW more people to have a Web address to 
post information about them. The domain name systems and 
top level domains We have invented Will coexist With the 
current domain name system. 
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RICHARD AND PRESTON SUPER NETWORK, 
”THE SUPER NET” 

CORRESPONDING PROVISIONAL PATENT 
APPLICATION 

[0001] Application No. 60/394,279 

FEDERALLY SPONSORED RESEARCH 

[0002] Not Applicable 

SEQUENCE LISTING OR PROGRAM 

[0003] Not Applicable 

BACKGROUND 

[0004] 1. Field of Invention 

[0005] This invention relates to the creation and use of 
domain names on the internet 

[0006] 2. Description Of Prior Art 

[0007] Current Domain System 

[0008] Internet use is growing quickly. FTP, e-mail, the 
World Wide Web: businesses are fast ?nding these tools 
indispensable in today’s lightening-paced World of market 
ing and technology. Although the payoff may sometimes 
seem uncertain, more and more companies are using the 
Internet and developing “Websites” to sell and advertise their 
goods and services. Developing a Website requires an 
address, or IP, for customers and visitors to locate the site. 
Domain names are registered on a ?rst come, ?rst served 
basis. 

[0009] The current domain name system offers domain 
names based on the top level domains (tlds) assigned by the 
Internet Corporation for Assigned Names and Numbers 
(ICANN). Some of these top levels domains Were created 
for use in certain areas (such as nonpro?t organiZations) and 
others Were created for use by a particular country. For 
example the .com tld Was created for Websites With infor 
mation pertaining to business and the .net top level domain 
Was created for Websites pertaining to networking. Another 
example is the .us top level domain created for use by the 
United States of America. 

[0010] Acompany’s domain name is the front line of their 
electronic presence. Whether their image is stayed and 
secure, or neW and cutting-edge, What a company chooses in 
a name Will re?ect greatly on the public’s perception and 
reaction to their site. Start-up companies often choose 
abstract names to describe What they do and then turn that 
name into a logo that is marketable. In contrast, many 
companies that are already established in the “brick-and 
mortar” World prefer to build on their already-visible and 
established name. Domain names made up of the traditional 
trade names of such a company have the added bene?t of 
giving customers more ease of recognition, and this is 
especially important in the virtual village of some 300 
million users that comprises the World Wide Web. 

BACKGROUND OF INVENTION 

[0011] Our invention addresses the current domain name 
system by creating an extendible and more suitable domain 
name system. The domain systems We have created are not 
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designed to replace to current domain system. Our domain 
systems are designed to exist along With the current domain 
system by adding more domain name options. The current 
domain name system uses multiple domains names. Some of 
the top level domains such as .com, .net, and .org are for the 
general public usage Where as others have restricted usage 
such as .gov and .edu. Because of the tremendous amount of 
individuals and businesses that desire to acquire a domain 
name, We have introduced a Way to offer more domain 
names. The domains systems We have invented coexist 
together. They make up one big domain system. We Want to 
make it clear that the domain systems We have invented are 
not designed to exist along. They are created With the idea 
that they Will exist together along With the current domain 
system. The domain systems We have invented Will be 
implemented by methods that Will make them independent 
of ICANN, the committee that oversees the current domain 
system. The domain systems We introduce are based on the 
creation of neW types of domains. Next We list some 
disadvantages of the current domain system and We list the 
advantages of our extensions to the current domain name 
system. 

[0012] Limitations of Current Domain Name System 

[0013] I. Limited number of top level domains available 
for consumer use. With the current top level domains users, 
Who Want a domain name in order to create a Web site, are 
limited. 

[0014] II. Certain vital internet areas need their oWn top 
level domain or more than one top level domain speci?cally 
for that area. 

[0015] III. Most of the top level domains Which are open 
to the public for registration are not based on location. 
Current domain names offer no information in the domain 
name on Where the business, organiZation or individual Who 
oWns the domain resides. 

[0016] IV. Top level domains are assigned to each country 
by the same rules and regulations. Being that each country 
each has different top level domains needs based on the 
amount of internet users in the country and the amount of 
businesses in the country Which desire an internet presence. 

[0017] Advantages of the Domain Name Systems and Top 
Level Domains We Have Invented 

[0018] I. We offer a solution in Which a business, indi 
vidual or organiZation can choose a domain based not only 
on a particular name they Want but also on their location. 

[0019] II. We offer solution that offers top level domains, 
Which de?ne areas in Which there is a large need for domain 
names. Some of the de?ned areas are internet capable 
devices, email and personal Web pages. 

[0020] III. We offer a solution that is expandable based the 
number individuals Who desire a domain name. This is 
important because it does not ?ood the domain name system 
With tld’s but introduces them gradually. 

[0021] IV. Our invention does not con?ict With currently 
used top level domains. Also our invention Will exist along 
side the current domain system. 

[0022] V. In this invention We also have invented the 
concept of a search engine in Which Websites can be listed 
corresponding to either users requested search area or Where 
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the user is located. For instance if the users Wanted to search 
for Websites of businesses in the state of North Carolina, 
Which is in the United States they could choose North 
Carolina When they search. The search results Would include 
domains which have information pointing to North Carolina. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF INVENTION 

[0023] We have invented a new domain name system 
which includes the use of more appropriate dornains based 
on the tremendous groWth of the internet. Our new system 
is based on the creation of neW top level domains Which do 
the following: 

[0024] I. This invention creates the concept of creating 
neW top level domains based on location Within a particular 
country. We feel that Whereas there eXist one top level 
domain for each country there needs to be multiple top level 
domains created for each country Which relate to speci?c 
areas Within the country. 

[0025] II. This invention creates top level domains created 
based on location in combination With traditional top level 
domains (corn, biZ, net, org, us). We introduce top level 
domains Which include information in the domains Which 
relates to the area of the domains place of operation. When 
We say area of operation this serves tWo purposes. It can 
mean the base location of the business, person, or organi 
Zation in Which the domain name points to. Active domain 
names refer to Websites Which usually represent some type 
of business, person or organization. The other purpose may 
be to represent the area in Which the Website, the domain 
name represents, serves. Say someone had a business 
located in the area code 336, Which is in the state of North 
Carolina, Which is in the United States of America. Within 
the domain the area code 336 could be including Which 
Would notify people about the domains base location of 
operation. The domain could also use the abbreviation nc 
Which notify users of the state in Which the domains base 
operation is located. The domain could also be setup to 
include information about the domains span of operation. 
Say the domain names operations catered toWards individu 
als across the state of TeXas. Either TeXas or its abbreviation 
tX could be included in the top level of the domain. 

[0026] 
[0027] This invention introduces the concept of creating 
top level domains for use in the device industry and corn 
rnunications industry. The device industry includes any 
device capable of accessing the internet. We also introduce 
the concept of creating top level domains Without them 
being approved by ICANN for the purposes of personal 
Website and email usage. Some of the neW top level domains 
We have created address groWing internet related areas in 
Which domain name usage Will be pertinent. Areas such as 
communications and internet capable devices Will bene?t 
from the top level domains We have created speci?cally for 
them. Another area addressed by the neW top level domains 
is countries With large internet usage and economy. Coun 
tries like Japan and the United States need multiple top level 
domains created speci?cally for them because of their large 
number of internet users and their high level of technology. 
The need for personal Web sites is also increasing. Internet 
pro?les are means of people alloWing others to vieW infor 
rnation about them. A neW extension for personal Websites 
Will allow more people to have a Web address to post 

III. Special Consideration Areas 
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information about them. We have also created top level 
domains Which Will be used mainly for email purposes. 

[0028] IV. Reverse Dornain System 

[0029] The new domain names created in this new system 
are created by reversing the Way the current domain names 
are created. An example of a domain created in this system 
is corn.business. In the current dornain systern corn is 
usually the top level part of the domain but in this example 
it is on the secondary level of the domain and a neW top level 
domain business is created. Other eXarnple dornains created 
using this new system are corn.store, biZ.rnall, net.houses. 
This new system is not designed to replace the current 
dornain system. It is designed to eXtend it by creating more 
available domains. In order top preserve the use of corn 
rnonly used top domains, in this new domain system only 
top level domains currently approved by ICAN N or top level 
domains introduced in this invention Will be used on the 
secondary level of domains. Using top level domains 
approved by ICANN also creates domains with Words 
internet users are already familiar With. They have to only 
adjust to the format of the domain name. Also included in the 
reverse dornain system are the formats dornain.W, 
dornain.WW, and dornain.WWW. 

[0030] V. Higher Level Dornains System 

[0031] Higher level domains are domains that use more 
than tWo levels. We Will use the Word base to describe the 
top and secondary level of a domain. For example in the 
domain one.tWo.corn, tWo.corn Would be the base domain. 
We have invented the concept of having multiple users use 
the same base domain with a different third or higher level 
domain. For instance business.corn could be used as top 
.business.corn and go.business.corn. Each of these three 
domains could have different oWners. This can be done by 
authoritative narneservers for the base dornain pointing 
request for higher level domains to the appropriate address 
or narneserver Which knoWs the ip address information for 
the domain. In this Way We Would need permission from the 
base domain owner in order to offer corresponding higher 
levels of the base. Another Way to offer high level domain 
is by controllers of the top level domain forWarding request 
for third and higher level domains to narneservers delegated 
responsible for them. We are including this method as part 
of are invention also. In the current dornain systern 
narneservers delegated authoritative for base domains are 
assumed authoritative for third and higher level domains. In 
order for request for the higher level domains to be for 
Warded to their oWn authoritative narneserver Without going 
through the base dornains authoritative narneserver, higher 
level domains must be assigned authoritative narneservers at 
the root name server level. Root name servers are the name 

servers Which currently hold the authoritative name server 
information for base level domains. By the processes We 
have invented We could offer high levels of multiple base 
domains to multiple users by either getting permission from 
the base domain owner or going directly from root name 
servers to narneservers listed as authoritative for the higher 
level domains (third, fourth, etc. . . . We also include a 

speci?c dornain system which falls under this higher level 
domain system. This system creates higher level domains 
based on location and use of top level domains registered by 
multiple persons. Examples of domains created under this 
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system are shop.us.com, help.us.com, shop.jp.com, and 
go.jp.com. These domains represent the United States and 
Japan. 

[0032] VI. Process of Selecting Top Level Domain Based 
on Location of Operation 

[0033] The process We are introducing Will allow people 
to select a top level domain based on the base location of the 
operation in Which the domain name represents or the span 
of area covered by the operation represented by the domain. 
For example, say some one operates a hair shop based in the 
area code of 704, Which is in the state of North Carolina, 
Which is in the United States of America. The hair shop 
operator Would be given domain choices Which include a 
second level domain relating to hair shop. The top level of 
the domain Would include 704 and nc by themselves or in 
combination With info, biZ, com, net, any other the top level 
domain approved by ICANN (including country codes) or 
any top level domain introduced in this invention. This 
information could either be included in the top level of the 
domain or in the second, third, . . . level of the domain. An 

example of some domain choices Would be tophairshop 
.ncbiZ, hairshop.704com hairshop.704nc or hairshop.ncus. 
Some of the domain systems We have invented Will include 
location representation in higher levels of domains. For 
example the domain name 01.336.phill.Wilson.comp.dev 
includes location representation in the ?fth and six level of 
the domain. This type of domain format Will be explained in 
detailed later on in this document. 

[0034] VII. Uniformity Consideration 

[0035] In the domain name systems We are introducing, 
many of the top level domains include Words such as net and 
com Which are being used in the current domain system. 
This creates a system in Which internet users are comfortable 
With. 

[0036] VIII. Special Consideration to Top Level Domains 
Currently Assigned by ICANN 

[0037] We have made a special effort not to introduce any 
domains that Will interfere With the top level domains 
regulated by The Internet Corporation for Assigned Names 
and Numbers (ICANN). ICANN is the non-pro?t corpora 
tion that Was formed to assign top level domains managed by 
root server systems. Our invention Will not depend on root 
server usage. When We refer to root server systems We are 

talking about the main nameservers that request for top level 
domains approved by ICANN are sent to. An example are 
the nameservers operated by NetWork Solutions Which pro 
cess request for the top level domains org, net and .com. The 
domain systems We introduce in this invention are not 
designed to replace the current domain system but to exist 
along With it. We Will not use any top level domains Which 
have been assigned by ICANN at the time We created this 
patent. 

[0038] 
[0039] We have created the invention in Which search 
engines Where a person can input information about the 
location of the Websites Which they Would like to vieW in the 
search results. The user could also input their location and 
receive search results based on that location. Location of 
Websites refers to the base location of the operation (busi 
ness, organiZation, etc.) that the Website represents or the 

IX. Smart Search Engines 
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span of area covered by the operation represented by the 
Website. This method Will alloW search engines to take 
advantage of the neW top level domains We have invented 
that include location information. In the method We are 
introducing search engines Would alloW users to select the 
particular area they Would like to be included in the search 
results. For example, if someone Wanted to search in the area 
represented by the area code 336, Which is in North Caro 
lina, Which is a state in the United States. The user could 
choose the topic of their search, then they could select the 
country, then state, then area code of interest. These values 
could be set to default values by the user, the broWser, or 
search engine. Users may also search based on their loca 
tion. Users could input their location information such as 
area code, state and country. Then the user could input hoW 
far the span of area they Would like to search in relationship 
to their location. The user could input the radius distance 
area or they could specify local search Which Would only 
search Websites located Within the area code. “State search” 
Would only search Websites located Within the state and a 
“country search” Which Would only search Websites located 
Within the country. If the user is searching the Web based on 
the location of Websites he or she Would have the option to 
select no particular country Which Would alloW them to 
search the Whole internet With no regards to Websites 
location. To search Websites Within a particular country the 
user could select the country then select no particular state 
or area code. To search a Whole state user could just choose 
country and state and select no particular area code. Included 
in this invention are different methods for search engines to 
get the information on the location of the operation (busi 
ness, organiZation, etc.,) in Which the Website represents by 
either or a combination of these methods: 

[0040] 1) In the top level of the domain (Example the 
domain topcars.nc336 may represent a Website 
located in North Carolina Which is a state in the 
United States) 

[0041] 2) From a Whois database. Whois databases 
contain information about the location of the person, 
business or organiZation that registered the domain, 
and the location of the Administrative Contact, Tech 
nical Contact and Billing Contact for the domain. 

[0042] 3) When someone registers With search 
engines they could input the location of the Website 
they are registering. 

[0043] 4) In a higher level of the domain (third level 
or higher). For example in the domain name one.t 
Wo.three.com, one and tWo are higher level parts of 
the domain. TWo is on the third level and one is on 
the fourth level. 

[0044] 5) In the secondary level of a domain. Sec 
ondary level of a domain name is the part before the 
top level. For example in the domain name business 
.com, business is the secondary level of the domain 
name. 

[0045] X. Domain Name System Which Uses Different 
Symbols in Place of the Periods in Domain Names. 

[0046] In the current domain name system period symbols 
are used to separate different levels of domains. We have 
invented the idea of using other symbols to separate different 
levels Within a domain name. For example the current 
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domain system Would use a domain like one.tWo.three.com. 
In our invention the domain one*tWo*three*com may be 
used. This domain has four levels. Another example of a 
domain Which may be used in this invention is go*to.the/ 
store. This domain has four levels separated by the symbols 
*,., and /. This part of the invention includes the use of any 
symbol or symbols other than a period to separate 
different levels of domain names.hhh 

[0047] XI. Restricted Access Domain Name Server 

[0048] In addition to inventing multiple top level domains 
We have also invented the concept of a domain name system 
server Which handles request for the top level domains and 
uses an authoriZation scheme. ISP’s and other companies 
Who Want to access ip address information for the top level 
domains Would have to be given access privileges to the 
authoritative nameservers Which hold that information. 

[0049] XII. Top Level Domains in Multiple Languages 

[0050] We Would also like to include the conversion of all 
the top level domains We have invented into other languages. 
In acquiring top level domains, We have invented, users Will 
be able to choose their language of choice. We Want to 
include in our invention the translation and usage of the top 
level domains, We have introduced, into any other language. 
The main languages We Will use for the domains along With 
English Will be French, Spanish, Chinese, Japanese, and 
German (Deutsche). 

HoW to Implement Invention 

[0051] There are different Ways in Which We can offer the 
top level domains We have invented. Here We list possible 
methods of implementation: 

[0052] I. Go to Internet Service Providers and have them 
set their dns servers up to point the request for the tld’s We 
handle to our nameservers Where We then point them to the 
appropriate internet protocol address. This Will alloW the 
users of that Internet Service Provider to complete request 
for the neW top level domains. By this method the top level 
domains We invent Will not depend on the approval of 
ICANN. Also the top level domains We introduce Will not 
depend on the use of the root name servers, Which handle 
request for all top level domains approved by ICANN. 

[0053] II. Go through the operating system. Operating 
systems such as WindoWs 98 have a place in the TCP/IP 
properties under the control panel in Which one choose a list 
of name servers to handle broWser request for domain 
names. Under the DNS tab there is a teXt boX titled DNS 
Service Search Order. In this boX one can input the 
nameserver they Would like to use to resolve domain names. 
We Would either instruct internet users interested in vieWing 
the neW top level domains to input our nameservers in this 
teXt boX, or have the developer of the operating system input 
our nameservers into the boX upon creation of the operation 
system or as un update to the operating system. For eXample 
Microsoft could list our nameservers in the operating sys 
tems they develop search list. We also could use softWare 
that includes our nameservers in the DNS Service Search 
Order. With the use of this method there Would be no need 
for us to have the top level domains We invent approved by 
ICANN. 

[0054] III. The idealistic Way but through regulations the 
most difficult Way is to have request for the top level 
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domains, We introduce, forWarded to nameservers, We con 
trol, by root name servers operated and controlled by com 
panies assigned root server rights by internet regulation 
bodies such ICANN. Network Solutions is one of the 
companies that has been given rights to control and regulate 
root name servers for some of the top level domains (.net, 
.com and .org) assigned by ICANN. This method Would be 
difficult because NetWork Solutions and other companies 
that operate root servers only provide domain name services 
for top level domains approved by ICANN. In short, if We 
used this method We Would have to get the top level domains 
We have invented approved by ICANN. 

[0055] 
[0056] There are multiple Ways for multiple base domains 
With different oWners to be used by multiple user’s through 
higher level domains. The folloWing are methods in Which 
We are considering. 

IV. Higher Level Domain System 

[0057] 1. Create authoritative name servers for higher 
level domains, Which root name servers use in forWarding 
request for the domain to the appropriate name server. 

[0058] 2. Have the authoritative name server for the base 
domain point request for higher level domains to the appro 
priate IP address. This could be done by Whoever controls 
the authoritative name server for the base domain. For 
eXample, for someone to use one.business.com the authori 
tative nameserver for business.com Would point request for 
one.business.com to the appropriate internet protocol 
address or nameserver Which knoWs the appropriate internet 
protocol address for one.business.com. The internet protocol 
address used for one.business.com may be hosted under a 
different Web hosting service and or name server system then 
business.com. 

[0059] V. Search Engines could implement Website loca 
tion based searches by including the method described in 
part IX of this invention description in the process they use 
to alloW people to search the internet. 

NeW Top Level Domains Explanations 

[0060] NeW Country Codes Top Level Domains 

[0061] a) The .eu, .eur., .euc, .epc, .eup, euro top level 
domains Will represent the European Community. The Euro 
pean Community Will has a need for top level domains to 
cater toWard their large number of internet users. Because 
.eu is currently being used by the European Community We 
Will not use it by itself but in combination With other Words 
in order not to create in con?icts. 

[0062] b) The .usa top level domain Will represent the 
United States of America. The United States has a need for 
top level domains to cater toWard their large number of 
internet users 

[0063] c). The ja, jap, jpn, jpa, japa and japan top level 
domains Will be used to represent Japan. Japan has a 
groWing need for multiple top level domains to cater toWard 
their large number of internet users and their strong 
economy. The .jp domain Will only be used in combination 
With other Words to make up top levels domains because it 
has been assigned by ICANN. 

[0064] d) The neW top level domains chi, chn, chin, chna 
and china Will be used to represent China. China has a 
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growing need for multiple top level domains to cater toward 
their large number of internet users 

[0065] e) The following top level domains have been 
chosen because of the large economies of the countries they 
represent. We feel that countries With large economies Will 
have the greatest need for more domains. 

[0066] 
[0067] 
[0068] 
[0069] 
[0070] 

[0071] 
[0072] These top level domains address the importance of 
having good domains available to users for email addresses. 
Since domain names are often used for email purposes, We 
feel there is a need for extensions in Which their main focus 
Will be email usage. The creation of neW top level domains 
for email purposes Will alloW users to create user friendly 
and easy to remember email addresses. Domains created 
With these top level domains could also be used for Websites. 

ger, grm, and gem Will represent Germany. 

ind, indi, and india Will represent India 

unk, untk Will represent the United Kingdom. 

bra, brZ Will represent BraZil. 

fra, fran Will represent France 

.mail, .eml and .email Top Level Domains 

[0073] An example email address using the mail exten 
sions Would be: 

[0074] phill.Wilson@336nc.mail 
[0075] This email address Would represent the person, 
Phill Wilson, Who resides in the area code 336, Which is 
located in North Carolina, Which is a state in the United 
States of America. There are multiple Ways email addresses 
can be created With the mail extension and my company Will 
determine a uniform method of offering the mail top level 
domains. 

[0076] Possible methods are: 

[0077] Abbreviations: code1=state area code, code2= 
“state” 

[0078] 

[0079] 
[0080] This top level is controlled by the country Mali. We 
Would out of respect of the current domain name system get 
permission from them before We attempt to offer domain 
names including .ml st the top level domain. We are though 
introducing the idea of using .ml top level domain for email 
purposes. 

[0081] 
[0082] This top level domain addresses the importance of 
having good domains available to users for personal Website 
and communication purposes. While technology is devel 
oping in communicating over the internet there We predict 
that there Will soon be a need for domains for different types 
of communication over the net such as chat, video, and 
phone. With domain usage people could communicate With 
audio, video and chat in a easy effective manner. An example 
of a possible domain created With the top level domain .me 
Would be us.336.phill.Wilson.me. This domain Would rep 
resent the person Phill Wilson Who resides in the United 
States of America, in the 336 area code. Another example is 
us.ny.mike.smith.me Which represents Mike Smith, Who 

code1.mail, code2.mail, code1code2.mail 

.ml Top Level Domain 

.me Top Level Domain 
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resides in NeW York, a state in the United States. There a 
multiple Ways one could create domains With the .me top 
level domain. We Will offer the domains in a uniform 
manner. 

[0083] Some possible forms of use of .me are: 

[0084] Abbreviations: 

[0085] 1)code1=local area code 

[0086] 2)code2=state or prefecture abbreviation 

[0087] 3)(cc)=country code example: (us, jp . . . ) 

[0088] 4)(cc2)=telephone country code example 
us=01 or 1 

[0089] Possible Forms: 

[0090] (a) code1.domain.domain.me 

[0091] 
[0092] 
[0093] 
[0094] 

[0095] 
[0096] Variable De?nition 

[0097] (+dev)=dev, dv, dvc,devi,devc,devic,device 
,comp,compt,computer, mac,mach,machn,machine, 
phn,phone,hh,appl 

(b) (cc).code1.domain.domain.me 
(c) (cc2).code1.domain.domain.me 
(d) (cc).code2.domain.domain.me 
(g) (cc2).code2.domain.domain.me 

.dev Top Level Domain 

[0098] The (+.dev) top level domain Will be to assign 
domain to internet capable devices such as hand held 
computers , desktop computer, home appliance or any type 
of device Which can be communicated With or detected over 
the internet. e) The .dev top level domain Will be used for 
internet capable devices. Domain names for this particular 
area Will help individuals share information and communi 
cate over internet capable devices. One of the proposed 
method of using the .dev top level domain is as folloWs: 

[0099] Abbreviations and Variable De?nitions 

[0100] deviceid1=type of device appliance(app), 
notebook or desktop computer(comp), handheld(hh), 
phone(phn) 

[0101] deviceid2=company, organiZation or person 
Who oWns device 

[0102] deviceid3=anything combinations of letters or 
symbols that can be used in the domain name system 

[0103] ?eld2=area code of the device or device 
oWner base location 

[0104] ?eld1=country area code in numeric or letter 
form (ex. United States=us or 01) 

[0105] The folloWing domains are in this format: 

[0106] 
?eld1.?eld2.deviceid3.deviceid2.deviceid1.(+ 

dev) 
[0107] 
[0108] This domain Would represent a desktop or laptop 
computer oWned by Phill Wilson. The base location of either 

a. 01.336.phill.Wilson.comp.dev 
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the computer or Phill Wilson or both is the area code 336, 
Which is located in the United States of America. 

[0109] b. 01.919.id912498.ibm.comp.dev 

[0110] This domain Would represent a desktop or laptop 
computer oWned by the company IBM and the computers 
base location is area code 919, Which is located in the United 
States of America. 

[0111] c. 01.704.13452.ibm.hh.dev 

[0112] This domain Would represent a hand held device 
oWned by the company IBM and the device’s or companies 
or both base location is area code 704, Which is located in 
the United States of America. 

[0113] Some more proposed methods of using the .dev top 
level domains are: 

[0114] 1) ?eld1.deviceid3.deviceid2.deviceid1.(+ 
dev) (example: 01.13452.ibm.hh.dev) 

[0115] 2) ?eld2.deviceid3.deviceid2.deviceid1.(+ 
dev) 

[0116] 3) deviceid3.deviceid2.deviceid1. 
?eld1.?eld2.(+dev) 

[0117] 4) deviceid3.deviceid2.deviceid1. 

[0119] In our claims We claims the rights to use higher 
levels all the Way to in?nity of the top level domain .dev. 

[0120] edu, .univ, .educ, .uni, .sch, .schl, .hs, .hsch, .hschl, 
.ms, .msch Top Level Domains 

[0121] These top level domains have been created for the 
education communities. We feel that educational systems 
such as high schools, colleges and universities Will bene?t 
from more domain options. Because most if not all countries 
have educational system We feel that there is de?nitely a 
need for more than the one top level domain .edu Which is 
used in the current domain. System. Examples of domains 
used in this system are: 

[0122] 1)duke.univ Which may represent Duke Uni 
versity 

[0123] 2)northWood.nchs Which may represent a high 
school in the State of North Carolina, located in the 
United States of America. 

[0124] 3)higherlearning.educ Which may represent a 
learning institution called higher learning .edu Would 
not be used by itself inorder not to con?ict With the 
top level domain .edu assigned by ICANN 

[0125] 4) carmel.msch could represent Carmel 
Middle School. 

[0126] bZ,b,c,cm,n,nt Used to Form Top Level Domains 

[0127] bZ, b, and c Will be used in combination With other 
letters to make up top level domains b2 and Will represent 
biZ, c and cm Will represent cm and n and nt Will represent 
net. Examples of top level domains created With these 
combination of letters are .usbZ, and .jpb. .usbZ Would 
represent usbiZ and jpb Would represent jpbiZ. The use of 
this format Will alloW people to input abbreviations for top 
level domains Which contain com net and biZ. 
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[0128] glb,gbl,glob,globl, global, int, intl NeW Top Level 
Domains 

[0129] These top level domains are created for businesses 
and organiZations that cater to the international and global 
community. 

[0130] 
[0131] We use shop because online shopping is big. We 
use sx and sex because online pornography is good. We use 
tv because We feel television is a major source of entertain 
ment. We are inventing the use of these top level domains 
but We combine them With other letters to form top level 
domains such as: jpshop, sexus etc . . . We are inventing the 

combination of the top level domains: shop, sex, sx and tv 
With other letters. 

[0132] Claims 

[0133] Abbreviations, Symbols and De?nitions for the 
FolloWing Claims 

shop, sex, sx, tv Top Level Domains 

[0134] 1)code1=can be anything that represents an area 
Within a state such as area code, city or Zip code. 

[0135] 2)code2=any representation in a country similar to 
“states” in America such as California. 

[0136] For example, for the country Japan, code2 
Would represent prefectures. 

[0137] Code2 represent “states” in their abbreviated 
or regular form. 

[0138] 3)(cc)=standard country codes (example: us, jp) 
and country codes We introduce in this invention. (example: 
chn, jpa and usa, or glb,gbl,glob,globl, global, int, intl) 

[0139] 4)(cc2)=telephone country code, example: United 
States of America=01 or 1 

[0140] 5)(+tld)=com, biZ, net, org, name, info, org, pro, 
Web, bZ, b, c, cm, n, nt, shop, sex, tv, sx, my, go, noW 

[0141] 6)(n)=1,2,3 . . . (any integer number) 

[0142] 7) domain=is anything group of letters or charac 
ters Which can be used in the current domain system 
(examples: product, store) 
[0143] 8) domain names are separated by commas (,) 

[0144] 9) The top level domain is What comes after that 
last . in each domain name example: domain.one, one is the 
top level domain 

[0145] 10) (+domain)=third, fourth, ?fth . . . in?nite level 
of the domain 

[0146] Example 1: (+domain).biZ=shop.noW.biZ 

[0147] Example 2: (+domain).biZ=the.best.store.biZ 

[0148] 11) (+mail)=mail, email, eml or ml 

[0149] We have used variables so We do not have to Write 
out each instance. Variables Which represent more than one 
combination of letters are used to represent different 
instances of top level domains. 

[0150] Claims Note: In the claims in Which multiple 
domains are mentioned Within one domain name such as 

domain.domain.me the Way the current domain name system 
is setup Whoever controls the secondary level domain 
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(domain.me) controls higher levels of the domain such as 
domain.domain.me. In our claims though We specify claims 
for secondary level domains and their higher levels because 
higher level domains do not have to be controlled by its 
secondary level controller. For instance the domain name 
shop.business.com. The Way the internet is currently setup 
Whoever controls business.com Would be the assumed con 
troller of shop.business.com. The controller of the top level 
domain .com Would forWard request for shop.business.com 
to the nameserver responsible for business.com Which 
Would in return point to the appropriate i.p for shop.busi 
ness.com or forWard the request to a nameserver Which had 
that information. In this Way the authoritative nameserver 
for business.com is the authoritative name server for shop 
.business.com. We are introduce the of the top level domain 
(.com) controller handling the request for shop.business.com 
the same Way it 

What is claimed is: Note: If a symbol is used in the folloWing 
claims and its de?nition is not listed With the claim, its 
de?nition can be found in the above section of this patent 
titled “Abbreviations, Symbols and De?nitions for the 
folloWing claims” 
1. The creation and use of neW top level domains, 

comprising 

(a) any top level domain created to represent a particular 
area Within a country of operation of a Website or the 
span of area Within a country in Which the business or 
organiZation’s operations cover. 

(b) all combinations of top level domains assigned by 
ICANN With any top level domain created to represent 
the area of operation of a Website or the span of area in 
Which the business or organiZation’s operations cover. 
These areas may be Within a country or the country as 
a Whole. The areas in this claim must be combined With 
tlds assigned by ICANN therefore top level country 
code based domains like .us and .jp are not included. 
An eXample of a domain created in this system is 
shop.usbiZ. In this domain us represents the United 
States of America and biZ is a top level domain 
approved by ICANN. 

(c) all combinations of Words, letters and symbols Which 
represent the area of operation of a Website or the span 
of area in Which the business or organiZation’s opera 
tions cover. These areas may be Within a country or 
represent the country as a Whole. An eXample of a 
domain created in this system is house.oneusa. Usa, 
Which represents the United States of America, is used 
With one to create the top level domain oneusa. 

2. The creation and use of neW top level domains, 
comprising. 

(a) domain.code1(cc), domain.code1(+tld), 
domain.code1code2, domain.(cc)code1, domain.(+tld 
)codel, domain.code2code1, domain.code1(cc2), 
domain.(cc2)code1 

(b) domain.code2(cc),domain.code2(+tld),domain.(c 
c)code2,domain.(+tld)code2, domain.code2(cc2), 
domain.(cc2)code2 

(c) domain.(cc)(+tld), domain.(+tld)(cc), domain.(cc2)(+ 
tld), domain.(+tld)(cc2),domain.code1(cc)(n),domain 
.code1(+tld)(n), domain.code1code2(n), 
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domain.(cc)code1(n),domain.(+tld)code 1(n), 
domain.code2code1(n), domain.biZcode1(n), 
domain.code1(cc2)(n) 

(d) domain.code2cc(n),domain.code2(+tld)(n), domain.(+ 
tld)code2(n), domain.(cc2)code2(n), 
domain.(cc)code2(n), 

(e) domain.(cc)(+tld)(n), domain.(+tld) (cc)(n), 
domain.(+tld)(cc2)(n) 

(f) domain.(+tld)(n),domain.(n)(+tld),(+ 
domain).code1(cc),(+domain).code1(+tld), 
(+domain).code1code2, (+domain).(cc)code 1(+do 
main).(+tld)code1, (+domain).code2code1, 
(+domain).code1(cc2), (+domain) .(cc2)code1 

(g) (+domain).code2(cc), (+domain).code2(+tld), (+do 
main).(cc)code2, (+domain). (+tld)code2, 
(+domain).code2(cc2), (+domain).(cc2)code2 

(h) (+domain).(cc)(+tld), (+domain).(+tld)(cc), (+do 
main).(cc2)(+tld), (+domain). (+tld)(cc2) 

(i) (+domain).code 1(cc)(n),(+domain) .code 1(+tld)(n),(+ 
domain).code1code2(n), (+domain).(cc)code1(n),(+ 
domain).(+tld)code1(n),(+domain) .code2code1(n), 
(+domain).code1(cc2)(n) 

(+domain).code2cc(n), (+domain).code2(+tld) (n), 
(+domain).(cc)code2(n), (+domain) .(+tld)code2(n), 
(+domain).(cc2)code2(n) 

(k) (+domain).cc(+tld)(n), (+domain). (+tld)(cc)(n), (+do 
ma1n).(+tld)(cc2)(n), 

(l) (+domain).(+tld)(n), (+domain).(n)(+tld) 
(m) domain.codel, domain.code2, domain.(cc2) 
3. The creation and use of neW top level domains for email 

purposes, comprising. 

Claim note: We Will use the top level domain .ml in the 
form domain.ml only if given the rights by the country 
Mali Who has been given control over that domain by 
ICANN. We may though use a combination of ml With 
other Words such as domain.mlbiZ Without the permis 
sion of Mali. 

Symbols and Abbreviations for this claim 

(+mail)=mail, email, eml or ml 

(a) domain.mail,domain.email,domain.eml,domain.ml, 
domain.code1(+mail), domain.code2(+mail), 
domain.(cc)(+mail), domain.(+mail)code1, domain. 
(+mail)code2, domain.(+mail)(cc),domain.(+ 
mail)(cc2), domain.(cc2) (+mail) 

(b) domain.biZ(+mail), domain.(+mail)biZ, domain 
.com(+mail), domain.(+mail)com domain. (+mail)net, 
domain.net(+mail) 

(c) domain.(+mail) (n) 
(d) domain.code 1(+mail), domain.code2(+mail), 

domain.(cc)(+mail), domain(cc2).(+mail) 
(e) domain.code 1code2(+mail),dom ain.code2(cc)(+ 

mail), domain.code2(cc2)(+mail), 
domain.code2code1(+mail), domain.(cc)code2(+mail), 
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domain.(cc2)code2(+mail), domain.code1(cc)(+mail), 
domain.code1(cc2)(+mail), domain.(cc)code1(+mail), 
domain.(cc2)code1(+mail) 

(f) (+domain).(+mail),(+domain).code1(+mail), (+do 
main).code2(+mail), (+domain).(cc)(+mail), (+do 
main).(+mail)code1 , (+dom ain) .(+mail)code2, (+do 
main).(+mail)(cc), (+domain) .(+mail)(cc2), 
(+domain) .(cc2)(+mail) 

(g) (+domain).biZ(+mail), (+domain).(+mail)biZ, (+do 
main).com(+mail), (+domain).(+mail)com, (+do 
main).(+mail)net, (+domain).net(+mail) 

(h) (+domain).(+mail)(n) 
(i) any top level domain created for email purposes 
4. The creation and use of neW top level domains, 

comprising 
(a) domain.me 

(b) domain.code1me, domain.mecode1, 
domain.code2me, domain.mecode2 

(c) domain.(cc)me, domain.me(cc), domain.(cc2)me, 
domain.me(cc2) 

(d) domain.(n)me, domain.me(n) 
(e) domain.code 1code2me,domain.code2code1me, 

domain.code1(cc)me, domain.(cc)code 1me 

(f) domain.mecode1code2,domain.mecode2code1, 
domain.mecode 1(cc), domain.me(cc)code 1 

(g) domain.code2(cc)me, domain.(cc)code2me, 
domain.mecode2(cc), domain.mecode2(cc) 

(h) (+domain).me 
(i) (+dom ain) .code 1me, (+domain) .mecode1 , 

(+domain).code2me, (+domain).mecode2 
(+domain).(cc)me, (+dom ain) .me(cc), 

(+domain).(cc2)me, (+domain).me(cc2) 
(k) (+domain).(n)me, (+domain).me(n) 
(l) (+domain).code1code2me, (+domain).code2code1me, 

(+domain).code1(cc)me, (+domain).(cc)code1me 
(m) (+domain).mecode 1code2, 

(+domain) .mecode2code 1, (+domain).mecode 1(cc), 
(+domain) .me(cc)code 1 

(n) (+domain).code2(cc)me,(+domain).(cc)code2me,(+ 
domain).mecode2(cc), (+domain).mecode2(cc) 

(o) domain.me(+mail), domain.(+mail)me, 
main).me(+mail), (+domain).(+mail)me 

(p) any top level domain created for personal Website 
usage 

5. The creation and use of neW top level domains, 
comprising 

Symbols for this claim: 

(+dev)=dev, dv, dvc,devi,devc,devic,device,comp,com 
puter, mac,mach,machn,machine,phn,phone,hh,appl 

(a) domain.(+dev) 
(b) domain.code1(+dev), domain.(+dev)code1, domain 

.code2(+dev), domain.(+dev)code2 
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(c) domain.(cc) (+dev), domain.(+dev)(cc), 
domain.(cc2)(+dev), domain.(+dev)(cc2) 

(d) domain.(n)(+dev), domain.(+dev)(n) 
(e) domain.code1code2(+dev),domain.code2code1(+ 

dev),domain.code1(cc) (+dev), domain.(cc)code1(+ 
dev) 

(f) domain. (+dev)code 1code2,domain.(+ 
dev)code2code1 ,domain.(+dev)code 1(cc), domain.(+ 
dev)(cc)code 1 

(g) domain.code2(cc)(+dev), domain.(cc)code2(+dev), 
domain.(+dev)code2(cc), domain.(+dev)code2(cc) 

(h) (+domain).(+dev) 
(i) (+domain).code1(+dev),(+domain).(+dev)code1,(+do 

main).code2(+dev), (+domain).(+dev)code2 

(ti-domain).(cc)(+dev),(+domain).(+dev)(cc), (+do 
ma1n).(cc2)(+dev), (+domain).(+dev)(cc2) 

(k) (+domain).(n)(+dev), (+domain).(+dev)(n) 
(l) (+domain).code1code2(+dev), 

(+domain).code2code1(+dev), (+domain).code1(cc)(+ 
dev), (+domain).(cc)code1(+dev) 

(m) (+domain).(+dev)code 1code2, (+domain) .(+ 
dev)code2code1 , (+domain).(+dev)code 1(cc), (+do 
main).(+dev)(cc)code 1 

(n) (+domain).code2(cc) (+dev),(+domain).(cc)code2(+ 
dev), (+domain).(+dev)code2(cc), (+domain) .(+ 
dev)code2(cc) 

(0) domain. (+dev)(+mail), domain.(+mail) (+dev), (+do 
main).(+dev) (+mail), (+domain).(+mail)(+dev) 

(p) any top level domain created for use by internet 
capable devices 

6. Domain Name System including neW top level domains 
comprising, 

a) Any top level domain created for the purpose of 
communicating through the internet. Different types of 
internet communications include: online chatting, 
audio (telephone like) and or video. Types of commu 
nications can operate independently or together. An 
example of communications operating together is video 
chat by Which the person can vieW the person While 
chatting With them. 

7. The creation and use of neW top level domains includ 
ing neW types of country code tlds, comprising 

Symbols for this claim: 

(+jpn)=ja, jpJapJpn, jpa, japa 0r japan 

(+chn)=cn, ch, chi, chn, chin, chna, china 
a) domain.(+jpn), (+domain).(+jpn) This does not include 

the top level domain jp Which has been assigned by 
ICANN. 

b) domain.(+chn), (+domain).(+chn). This does not 
include the domains .cn and .ch Which have been 
assigned by ICANN. 

c) domain.noW, (+domain).noW 
d) domain.Web, (+domain).Web 
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e) domain.usa(n), domain.jpn(n), domain.chn(n) domain 
.noW(n), domain.Web(n), domain.dev(n) 

f) (+domain).usa(n), (+domain).jpn(n), (+domain).chn(n) 
g) (+domain).noW(n), (+domain).Web(n), (+domain 

).dev(n) 
8. The creation and use of neW top level domains includ 

ing neW types of country code tlds, comprising 

Symbols and Abbreviations for this claim: 

(+ncc)=ger, grm, gem, ind, indi, india, unk, untk, itl, ital, 
bra, brZ, fra, fran or combination of letters used to 
represent any of the folloWing countries With the eXcep 
tion of country codes already assigned by ICANN at 
the time of this invention creation: Germany, India, 
France, United Kingdom, Italy, or BraZil. 

a) domain.(+ncc) 
9. The creation and use of neW top level domains for the 

European Community, comprising 
The folloWing variables represent areas Within the Euro 

pean Community. These areas Will be determined based 
on assignments made by Whoever regulates the Euro 
pean Community or We Will ourselves split the Euro 
pean Community into different areas. For this invention 
We assume the European Community is split into state 
and local areas similar to the Way the United States use 
states and local area codes to represent areas Within. 

Symbols for this claim: 

code1=local area code, code2=state or prefecture abbre 
viation 

(cc)=.ec, eu, eur, euc, epc, euro 

(cc2)=european community country telephone codes 

(n)=any integer number 

(a) domain.eur, domain.euc, domain.epc, domain.euro, 
(+domain).(eur), (+domain).euc, (+domain).epc, (+do 
main).euro 

(b) domain.code1(cc),domain.code1com, 
domain.code1net, domain.code1code2, 
domain.code1biZ,domain.(cc)code1 ,domain.com 
code 1, domain.netcode 1 ,domain.code2code1 ,domain 
.biZcode 1, domain.code1(cc2), domain.(cc2)code 1 

(c) domain.code2(cc), domain.code2com, 
domain.code2net, domain.code2biZ domain.(cc)code2, 
domain.comcode2, domain.netcode2, 
domain.biZcode2domain.code2(cc2), 
domain.(cc2)code2 

(d) domain.(cc)com, domain.(cc)net, domain.(cc)biZ 
domain.com(cc), domain.net(cc), domain.biZ(cc) 
domain.(cc2)com, domain.(cc2)net, domain.(cc2)biZ 
domain.com(cc2), domain.net(cc2), domain.biZ(cc2) 

(e) domain.code 1(cc)(n),domain.code1com(n), 
domain.code1net(n), domain.code1code2(n), 
domain.code1biZ(n),domain.(cc)code 1(n), 
domain.comcode 1(n),domain.netcode1(n), 
domain.code2code 1(n), domain.biZcode 1(n), 
domain.code1(cc2)(n) 

(f) domain.code2cc(n), 
domain.code2net(n), 

domain.code2com(n), 
domain.code2biZ(n), 
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domain.(cc)code2(n), 
domain.netcode2(n), 
domain.(cc2)code2(n) 

domain.comcode2(n), 
domain.biZcode2(n), 

(g) domain.(cc)com(n), domain.(cc)net(n), domain.(c 
c)biZ(n) domain.com(cc)(n), domain.net(cc)(n), 
domain.biZ(cc)(n) domain.com(cc2)(n), 
domain.net(cc2)(n), domain.biZ(cc2)(n) 

(h) domain.(cc)(n), domain.(cc2)(n), domain.code1(n), 
domain.code2(n) domain.(n)(cc), domain.(n)(cc2), 
domain.(n)code1, domain.(n)code2 

(i) (+domain).code1(cc),(+domain).code1com,(+ 
domain).code1net, (+domain).code1code2,(+ 
domain).code1biZ,(+domain).(cc)code1 , (+domain 
).comcode 1,(+domain).netcode1 , 
(+domain).code2code 1 , (+domain).biZcode 1 ,(+ 
domain).code1(cc2), (+domain) .(cc2)code1 

(+domain).code2(cc), (+domain) .code2com, 
(+domain).code2net, (+dom ain) .code2biZ, (+do 
main).(cc)code2(+domain) .comcode2(+domain).net 
code2, (+domain).biZcode2(+domain).code2(cc2), 
(+domain).(cc2)code2 

(k) (+domain).(cc)com, (+domain).(cc)net, (+domain).(c 
c)biZ (+domain).com(cc), (+domain).net(cc), (+do 
main).biZ(cc) (+domain).(cc2)com, 
(+domain).(cc2)net, (+domain).(cc2)biZ (+domain 
).com(cc2) (+domain).net(cc2) (+domain).biZ(cc2) 

(l) (+domain) .code 1(cc)(n),(+domain).code 1com(n),(+ 
domain).code1net(n), (+domain).code 1code2(n) 

(m) (+domain).code1biZ(n),(+domain).(cc)code 1(n),(+ 
domain).comcode 1(n), (+dom ain) .netcode1(n),(+ 
domain).code2code 1 ,(n),(+domain) .biZcode1(n), 
(+domain).code1(cc2)(n) 

(n) (+domain).code2cc(n),(+domain).code2com(n),(+ 
domain).code2net(n), (+dom ain) .code2biZ(n),(+ 
domain).(cc)code2(n),(+domain).comcode2(n), 
(+domain).netcode2(n), (+dom ain) .biZcode2(n), 
(+domain).(cc2)code2(n) 

(o) (+domain).cccom(n), ~(+domain).ccnet(n), (+do 
ma1n).ccb1Z(n) (+doma1n).com(cc)(n),~ (+doma1n 
).net(cc)(n), (+doma1n).b1Z(cc)(n) 
(+domain).com(cc2)(n), (+doma1n).net(cc2)(n), 
(+doma1n).b1Z(cc2)(n) . (+doma1n).(cc)(n),(+ 
domain).(cc2)(n),(+doma1n).code1(n), 
(+doma1n).code2(n), (+doma1n).(n)(cc), 
main).(n)(cc2), (+doma1n).(n)code1, 
ma1n).(n)code2 

(p) domain.(cc)(+mail), domain.(cc2)(+mail), (+domain 
).code1(+mail), domain.code2(+mail) 

10. The creation and use of neW top level domains for the 
educational purposes, comprising 

Symbols: 

(+educ)=.univ, .edu, .educ, .uni, hs, .sch, .schl, .msch, 
.mschl, .hsch, .hschl 

(a) domain.univ, domain.educ, domain.uni,domain,hs, 
domain.sch, domain.schl 

(b) (+domain).univ, (+domain).educ, (+domain.uni),(+do 
main),hs, (+domain).sch, (+domain).schl 
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(c) domain.code1(+educ),domain.code2(+educ), 
domain.(cc)(+educ), domain.(cc2)(+educ), domain.(+ 
educ)code1, domain.(+educ)code2, domain.(+ 
educ)(cc), domain.(+educ)(cc2) 

(d) domain.biZ(+educ), domain(+educ)biZ, domain 
.com(+educ), domain(+educ)com domain. (+educ)net, 
domain.net(+educ) 

(e) domain.(+educ)(n) 
(f) domain.code1(+educ), domain.code2(+educ), 

domain.(cc)(+educ), domain.(cc2)(+educ) 
(g) domain.code 1code2(+educ),domain.code2(cc)(+ 

educ), dom ain.code2(cc2)(+educ), 
domain.code2code 1(+educ),domain.(cc)code2(+educ), 
domain.(cc2)code2(+educ),domain.code1(cc)(+educ), 
domain.code1(cc2)(+educ), domain.(cc)code1(+educ), 
domain.(cc2)code 1(+educ) 

(h) (+domain).code1(+educ),(+domain).code2(+educ), 
(+domain).(cc)(+educ),(+domain).(+educ)code1,(+do 
main).(+educ)code2, (+domain).(+educ)(cc), (+do 
main).(+educ)(cc2), (+domain).(cc2) (+educ) 

(i) (+domain).biZ(+educ), (+domain).(+educ)biZ, (+do 
main).com(+educ), (+domain).(+educ)com, (+do 
main).(+educ)net, (+domain).net(+educ) 
(+domain).(+educ)(n) 

(k) domain.(+educ)mail, domain.mail(+educ) 
(1) any top level domain Which combines Words repre 

senting a certain area such as area code, state or country 
With a Word representing education such as .edu (edu 
cation) or any type of educational system. 

11. The creation and use of neW top level domains for the 
government purposes, comprising 

Symbols for this claim: 

(a) domain.go,domain.govn, domain.govm 
(b) (+domain).go,(+domain).govn, (+domain).govm 
(c) domain.code1(+gov),domain.code2(+gov), 

domain.(cc)(+gov), domain.(+gov)code1, domain.(+ 
gov)code2, domain.(+gov)(cc), domain.(+gov)(cc2), 
domain.(+gov)(+mail) 

(d) domain.biZ(+gov), domain(+gov)biZ, domain.com(+ 
gov), domain(+gov)com, domain. (+gov)net, domain 
.net(+gov) 

(e) domain.(+gov)(n) 
(f) domain.code1(+gov), domain.code2(+gov), 

domain.(cc)(+gov), domain.(cc2)(+gov) 
(g) domain.code1code2(+gov),domain.code2(cc)(+gov), 

domain.code2(cc2)(+gov),domain.code2code1(+gov), 
domain.(cc)code2(+gov), domain.(cc2)code2(+gov), 
domain.code1(cc)(+gov),domain.code1(cc2)(+gov), 
domain.(cc)code1(+gov), domain.(cc2)code1(+gov) 

(h) (+domain).(+gov),(+domain).code1(+gov),(+domain 
).code2(+gov), (+domain) .(cc)(+gov),(+domain).(+ 
gov)code1,(+domain).(+gov)code2, (+domain).(+ 
(gov)(c;c), (+domain).(+gov)(cc2), (+domain).(cc2) 
+gov 
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(i) (+domain).biZ(+gov), (+domain).(+gov)biZ, (+do 
main).com(+gov), (+domain).(+gov)com, (+do 
main).(+gov)net, (+domain).net(+gov) 
(+domain).(+gov)(n) 

(k) domain.(+gov)mail, domain.mail(+gov) 
(1) any top level domain Which combines Words repre 

senting a certain area (area code, state or country) With 
a Word representing government such as gov or any 
type of government system. Examples of combinations 
are .jpgov Which Would represent the government of 
Japan and .usgov Which Would represent the United 
States of America government. 

Note: claims 12 and 13 are for the “Reverse Domain 
System” 

12. A Domain Name System Which includes neW types of 
domains, comprising 

(a) domain names Which include top level domain 
assigned by ICANN and the ones We introduce in this 
invention on the secondary level. The top level of the 
domains include any combination of letters or symbols 
Which can be used in the domain name system. The top 
level of the domains do not include top level domains 
currently assigned by ICAN N. In the domain com.busi 
ness, com is on the secondary level and business is on 
the top level. 

13. A Domain Name System including neW types of 
domains, comprising 
Symbols for this claim: 

(+hld)=my, go, shop 

(a) biZ.domain, com.domain, net.domain 

(b) biZ(n).domain, com(n).domain, net(n).domain 
(c) code 1 .domain, 

(cc2) .dom ain 
code2.domain, (cc).domain, 

(d) code1biZ.domain,code1com.domain,code1net.domain 

(e) code(n).domain, code2(n).domain, (cc)(n).domain, 
(cc2)(n).domain 

(f) code 1biZ(n) .domain,code1com(n).domain, 
code1net(n).domain 

(g) code2biZ(n) .domain,code2com(n).domain, 
code2net(n).domain 

(h) domain.W, domain.WW, domain.WWW 

(i) (+hld).domain, domain.my, domain.go, domain.noW 

(+hld)(n).domain 
(k) code1(+hld).domain, (+hld)code1.domain 
(1) code2(+hld).domain, (+hld)code2.domain 
Note: claim 14 is a claim for the “higher level domain 

system” 
14. Domain Name System including neW types of 

domains, comprising 
(a) A Domain Name System in Which multiple users can 

use the same base domain With a different third or 

higher level domain. Multiple base domains can be 
used by multiple users. We do not include the third 
level of the top level domain, .name. 
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(b) Create authoritative nameservers for higher level 
domains (third level, fourth, and higher) Which the root 
name servers use in forwarding request for higher level 
domains to the appropriate name servers. 

15. A domain name system including the folloWing higher 
level domains, comprising 

(a) domain.code2.(cc) 
(b) domain.(cc).(+tld) 
(c) domain.code2.(cc).(+tld) 
(d) domain.code1.code2.(cc) 
(e) domain.code1.code2.(cc).(+tld) 
16. Search Engines Which perform Website searches based 

on: 

(a) user’s location. User’s location means Where the 
person, Who is searching the internet for information, 
resides or is located When performing the search. 

(b)search area requested by user. Search area refers to the 
area of interest of the searcher. Area information may 
contain all or some of the folloWing information: 
country, “state” or local area information. 

17. Search Engines retrieving information about a domain 
or Website by the folloWing methods: 

(a) Search Engine reads the top level of the domain 
(Example the domain topcars.nc336 may represent a 
Website located in North Carolina, Which is a state in 
the United States) 

(b) Search Engines retrieves information on a domain 
from a Whois or Whois like database. Whois databases 
contain information about the location of the person, 
business or organiZation that registered the domain, and 
the location of the Administrative Contact, Technical 
Contact and Billing Contact for the domain. 

(c) When someone registers With search engines they 
could input the location of the Website they are regis 
tering. Location can mean Wither the span of area in 
Which the business covers or Where the business’s base 
operation is located. Search Engines then references 
this information When performing searches on Web 
sites. 

(d) Search Engines read the higher level of the domain 
(third level or higher). For eXample in the domain name 
one.tWo.three.com, one and tWo are higher level parts 
of the domain. TWo is on the third level and one is on 
the fourth level. 

(e) Search Engines read the secondary level of a domain 
looking for information regarding location of a Website. 
Location can mean either the span of area in Which the 
business covers or Where the business’s base operation 
is located. Secondary level of a domain name is the part 
before the top level. For eXample in the domain name 
business.com, business is the secondary level of the 
domain name. 

18. A Domain Name System including neW types of 
domains, comprising 

(a) Domain Names Which include symbols other than 
periods to separate its different levels. Symbols 
include but are not limited to the folloWing symbols: 
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(b) Domains Which include periods and other symbols to 
separate its different levels. 

19. The creation and use of neW top level domains for 
Wireless and mobile purposes, comprising 

Symbols: 

(+mobile)=mbl, mob, mobi, mobile, Wirel, Wirl 

(a) domain.(+mobile), (+domain).(+mobile) 
(b) domain.code1(+mobile), domain.(+mobile)code1, 

domain.code2(+mobile), domain. (+mobile)code2 

(c) domain.(cc)(+mobile), domain.(+mobile)(cc), 
domain.(cc2)(+mobile), domain.(+mobile)(cc2) 

(d) domain.(n)(+mobile), domain.(+mobile)(n) 
(e) domain.code1code2(+mobile),domain.code2code1(+ 

mobile),domain.code1(cc) (+mobile), domain.(c 
c)code1(+mobile) 

(f) domain.(+mobile)code1code2,domain.(+ 
mobile)code2code1 , domain.(+mobile)code 1(cc), 
domain.(+mobile)(cc)code 1 

(g) domain.code2(cc)(+mobile), domain.(cc)code2(+mo 
bile), domain.(+mobile)code2(cc), domain.(+ 
mobile)code2(cc) 

(h) (+domain).code1(+mobile),(+domain).(+mobile 
)code1, (+domain).code2(+mobile), (+domain).(+mo 
bile)code2 

(i) (+domain).(cc)(+mobile),(+domain).(+mobile) (cc), 
(+domain).(cc2)(+mob1le), (+domain).(+mobile)(cc2) 
(+domain).(n)(+mobile), (+domain).(+mobile)(n) 

(k) (+domain).code1code2(+mobile), 
(+domain).code2code 1(+mobile), 
(+domain).code1(cc)(+mobile), 
c)code1(+mobile) 

(l) (+domain).(+mobile)code1code2, (+domain).(+ 
mobile)code2code1, (+domain). (+mobile)code1(cc), 
(+domain).(+mobile)(cc)code1 

(m) (+domain) .code2(cc) (+mobile),(+domain).(c 
c)code2(+mobile), (+domain) .(+mobile)code2(cc), 
(+domain).(+mobile)code2(cc) 

(+domain).(c 

(n) domain.(+mobile)(+mail), domain.(+mail)(+mobile), 
(+domain).(+mobile) (+mail), (+domain).(+mail)(+ 
mobile) 

(0) any top level domain created by using the Word 
Wireless or mobile or any abbreviations for Wireless or 
mobile 

20. The creation and use the neW top level domains and 
domain systems, invented in this patent, in other languages, 
comprising 

(a) The conversion and use of the top level domains in the 
folloWing languages: English, Chinese, Japanese, 
French, Spanish, and German (Deutsche) 

(b) The conversion and use of the top level domains into 
any other languages not included in claim a. 

* * * * * 


